Technician B position

The laboratory of Dr. Azra Raza at Columbia University Medical Center is looking for a suitable candidate to fill a Technician B position. **The position is immediately available.**

Please send your CV to Dr. Abdullah Ali at ama2241@cumc.columbia.edu

**JOB REQUIREMENTS**

**Knowledge and Experience**
1. Bachelor's degree in chemistry, biology or physics or related science or equivalent in education, training and experience
2. Previous research experience handling blood and blood products is desirable.
3. Previous experience working in a laboratory setup is a plus.

**Skills:**
1. Knowledge of biology and various related laboratory procedures and techniques
2. Ability to perform work in a neat and orderly manner in accordance with safety regulations
3. Exposure to experimental procedures, laboratory equipment
4. Ability to organize experiments in standard form and record data in a scientific notebook
5. Ability to learn and adapt to new techniques

**OTHER REQUIREMENTS**

This position involves interaction and collaboration with physicians, clinical research coordinators, and administrators.

CHARACTERISTIC DUTIES: May include, but are not limited to the following:
1. Performing assays and preparing solutions according to detailed instructions
2. Co-ordinate with the collection, processing, and storage of specimen and data
3. Setting up equipment for experiments
4. Adherence to federal and institutional regulations and GCP guidelines
5. Carrying out fully-planned experiments
6. Keeping records of results of experiments
7. Strong organization, communication, and interpersonal skills are mandatory.
8. Performing other related duties necessary to the functioning of the laboratory, research project, or work unit
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